Spring Lake Park Recreation Department

Book Club
Meets first Thursday of the month at 11:00am
Location: SLP City Hall.
Every month, selected books will be discussed.
Members are responsible to check out or purchase books on their own. Coffee will be provided.
We take a break for summer and resume in October.

November: Unbroken by Laura Hillenbrand
In boyhood, Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible delinquent. As a teenager, he channeled his defiance into
running, discovering a prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin Olympics. But when World War II
began, the athlete became an airman, embarking on a journey that led to a doomed flight on a May afternoon
in 1943. When his Army Air Forces bomber crashed into the Pacific Ocean, against all odds, Zamperini
survived, adrift on a foundering life raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of open ocean, leaping
sharks, thirst and starvation, enemy aircraft, and, beyond, a trial even greater. Driven to the limits of
endurance, Zamperini would answer desperation with ingenuity; suffering with hope, resolve, and humor;
brutality with rebellion. His fate, whether triumph or tragedy, would be suspended on the fraying wire of his
will.

*

December: The Perfume Collector by Kathleen Tessaro
Newlywed Grace Monroe doesn’t fit anyone’s expectations of a successful 1950s London socialite, least of all
her own. When she receives an unexpected inheritance from a complete stranger, Madame Eva d’Orsey,
Grace is drawn to uncover the identity of her mysterious benefactor.
Weaving through the decades, from 1920s New York to Monte Carlo, Paris, and London, the story Grace
uncovers is that of an extraordinary women who inspired one of Paris’s greatest perfumers. Immortalized in
three evocative perfumes, Eva d’Orsey’s history will transform Grace’s life forever, forcing her to choose
between the woman she is expected to be and the person she really is.
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